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Abstract

A group G is said to be conjugacy p-separable if two non-conjugate elements of G remain non-
conjugate in some finite p-group endomorphic image of G. We show that the non-cyclic free
centre-by-metabelian groups are not conjugacy p-separable for any prime p. On the other hand,
we show that every free centre-by-metabelian group has the solvable conjugacy problem

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc.) (1985 Revision): 20 E 22, 20 E 25,
20 E 99.

1. Introduction

A group G is said to be conjugacy p-separable if two non-conjugate elements
of G remain non-conjugate in some finite p-group endomorphic image of
G. Examples of conjugacy p-separable groups include free groups (see, for
instance, [9, page 27]) and finitely generated nilpotent groups (Blackburn
[1]). While finitely generated torsion free metabelian groups are not in gen-
eral conjugacy ^-separable (Wehrfritz [12]), Timoshenko [11] has proved that
free metabelian groups are conjugacy /7-separable. This led Lichtman (verbal
communication) to ask if the same were true for free centre-by-metabelian
groups. We answer Lichtman's question negatively by exhibiting two non-
conjugate elements in the free centre-by-metabelian group G of rank 2 which
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are conjugate modulo every term of the lower central series of G. In particu-
lar, it follows that non-cyclic free centre-by-metabelian groups are not conju-
gacy ^-separable for any prime p, which illustrates once again the dichotomy
existing between free metabelian and free centre-by-metabelian groups. Fur-
ther, in this paper we prove the solvability of the conjugacy problem for free
centre-by-metabelian groups of arbitrary rank. The solvability of the con-
jugacy problem for certain centre-by-metabelian groups including the free
centre-by-metabelian groups of rank 2 and 3 was established in [4].

2. Conjugacy ^-separability

Matthews' proof [10] of the solvability of the conjugacy problem for free
metabelian groups is derived from that for the wreath product of free abelian
groups. The result of Timoshenko [11] quoted in the introduction is ob-
tained using this fact and by showing that a wreath product of free abelian
groups is conjugacy separable (that is, two non-conjugate elements remain
non-conjugate under some finite endomorphic image). For completeness, we
include below a direct proof that free metabelian groups are conjugacy p-
separable. We begin with a direct proof that free metabelian groups have the
solvable conjugacy problem.

THEOREM 2.1 (cf. Matthews [10]). Free metabelian groups have the solv-
able conjugacy problem.

PROOF. Let F = {xi,...,xn;0), n > 2, be a free group and let F', F"
denote respectively the derived group and the second derived group of F.
The conjugacy problem for the free metabelian group F/F" of rank n is
that of determining the existence of a solution g e F to a congruence u8 =
w (modulo F") for given u,w € F; or, equivalently, to a congruence [u, g] =
v (modulo F") for given u e F and v € F'. There are two cases to be
considered.

CASE 1, u £ F'. In this case there is an automorphism 8 of F such that
u6 is of the form u6 - xku' with k > 0 and u' e F'. Applying 8 to the con-
gruence [u, g] = v (modulo/""), we may assume, without loss of generality,
that u = xk

nu', u1 e F'. Let g = xk{l) • • - 4 ( " V , *' e F'. Modulo yy{F), the
third term of the lower central series of F, the congruence

(2.1) [xk
nu',xk{l)---xk

n
{n]g'] = v(F")

uniquely determines the exponents k(l),...,k(n - 1). Moreover, using the
group identities [u,umg] = [gmu,g] = [u,g], if necessary, we may further
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assume |A:(«)| < k. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that in
(2.1) all exponents k(i) are known. This reduces the original problem to that
of the existence of a solution g e F' to the congruence

(2.2) \xk,g] = v'{F"),

with given k > 0 and v' = [xkw • • •xkl-n'>,x^u']v e F'. For this purpose, we
may express g and v' uniquely in the normal form as

(2.3) g= J ] [xhXj]>™ (™odF"), v'= J ] ^xtf™ (modF")

such that g(i,j) and v(i,j) are elements of the group ring IF (reduced mod-
ulo a = 1F(F' — 1)) involving no xm for m < i (see, for instance, [6, page
82]). Hence, the problem in (2.2) reduces to the existence of a solution to a
system of congruences in IF of the form

(2.4) g(i,j)(l -xk
n) = v(i,j) (moda), 1 < i <j < n,

for the unknown g(i,jys. This is clearly possible if and only if (1 - xk)
divides v(i,j) module a and this fact can be effectively decided.

CASE 2, u e F'. In this case the problem reduces to solving for g e F, the
congruence [u, g] = v(F") where

«= I I lXi>Xj]u{iJ) and « = J ] [xhXj]v™

are in the normal form as above and, without loss of generality, we may
assume g has the form g = xf(1) • • •x*("). We first find an m such that u e
ym-i(F)\ym(F). T h e n the congruence [u,xk{l) • ••x*{H)] = v(ym+l(F)F") will
uniquely determine the exponents k(l),...,k(n), and using these exponents
we merely verify whether or not [u,xk{l) • • -xk(n}] = v(F").

THEOREM 2.2 (cf. Timoshenko [11]). Free metabelian groups are conju-
gacy p-separable.

PROOF. Since finitely generated nilpotent groups are conjugacy /»-separable
(Blackburn [1]), it suffices to show that if a congruence [u, g] = v(F") has
no solution g e F, then the congruence [u,g] = v (ym(F)F") will have no
solution g € F for some sufficiently large m. Suppose first that u$F'. Then
as in case 1 of the proof of Theorem 2.1, the problem reduces to showing
that if a system of congruences

(2.5) g(ij)(l -xk
n) = v(i,j) (moda), I < i < j < n,
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has no solution in IF then, for some sufficiently large m, the system

(2.6) s ( / , . / ) ( l - x* ) = i ; ( / , . / ) (modFl+a) , 1 < i < j < n,

has no solution g(i,j) in IF, where f = 2F(F - 1) is the augmentation ideal
of IF. Multiplying (2.5) by a suitable positive word xf(1) • • -xq

n
(n\ q(i) > 0,

we may assume that v(i,j) involves no inverses of the generators. Thus, for
some sufficiently large d, each v{i,j) can be effectively written as an element
of degree at most d in the polynomial ring Z[(xi - l),...,(xn - 1)]. Now,
with m — d + 1, it is clear that a solution to (2.6) will determine a solution to
(2.5), contrary to the hypothesis. Thus to complete the proof we may assume
that u e F'. In this case the problem reduces to showing that if the system

(2.7) u(

has no solution g in F then, for some m, the system

(2.8) u{i,j){gm - 1) = v(i,j) (modf" + a), 1 < i < j < n,

has no solution gm in F. As before we may assume that for some d > 0,
u(i,j), v(i,j) are elements of degree at most d in ~L[(x\ - 1) , . . . , (xn - 1)]. It
follows that a solution gm for m = d + 1 will be a solution to (2.7), contrary
to hypothesis.

We now prove the main result of this section.

THEOREM 2.3. A non-cyclic free centre-by-metabelian group is not conju-
gacy p-separable for any prime p.

PROOF. Since any endomorphism of a group G to a finite p-group factors
through some term of the lower central series of G, it clearly suffices to exhibit
two elements u and v of the free group F = (x,y;0) such that u,v are not
conjugate modulo [F",F] but are conjugate modulo [F",F]ym(F) for all
m. Indeed, let u = [x,y][x,y,x][x,y,x~l] and v = u[[x,y,x],[x,y]]. We
first prove that u and v are not conjugate modulo [F",F]. Suppose, on the
contrary, that u and v are conjugate modulo [F", F]. Then, for some g e F,
[u,g] = u~lv (mod[.F",.F]), and since u~lv e F", g will be in F' (see,
for instance, [6, page 27]). Thus we may write g = [x,y]q (modF"), u =
[x,yf (modF") and u~xv = [[x,y]x,[x,y]] (mod[F",F]), where q e ZF
and p = 1 + (x - 1) + (x~l - 1) e IF. On the other hand, for any elements
p,q,r e IF, a congruence

(2.9) [[x,yf,[x,y]q] = [[x,y]r,[x,y]] (mod[F",F])

will hold if and only if pq~ - pq = r -r (mod a) in IF, where, if 5 =
s(x,y,x~l,y~l) then J = s(.x~1,y~1,.x:,}>) (cf. [4]). Since, in our case, p =
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1 + (x - 1) + (x~l - 1) = p and r — x, it follows that for some q € Z(x), the
equation

(2.10) P(q-q) = {x-x-*)

holds in Z(x). However, if q = J2aix'> a* e z> satisfies (2.10), then after
multiplying both sides of (2.10) by x we will have (x2 - x + l)(£)aiX' -
J2aix~') - x2 - I, which is clearly not possible. Hence, u and v are not
conjugate modulo [F",F]. On the other hand, for any m, q = (1 - (p -
1) + (/> - I)2 • • • + ( - l ) m " ' (P - I)"1"1)* satisfies (2.10) modulo f" + a, and
it follows that u and v are conjugate modulo [F",F]ym(F). This completes
the proof of the theorem.

3. The conjugacy problem for free-centre-by-metabelian groups

The solution of the conjugacy problem for F/Fn(l +faf), for F of arbitrary
rank, has been carried out in [4] and provides a first step towards the solution
of the conjugacy problem of free centre-by-metabelian groups. By [3], the
subgroup F n ( l + faf) of F is K[F", F], where K is the fully invariant closure
in F of the word w* defined by

[fi', fr'; A, MA"'. fi'; A. /slL/T'' f?';
Moreover, for F of rank n > 4, ̂ [ F " , F]/[F", F] is an elementary abelian
2-group of rank ("4), and if the rank of F is 2 or 3 then F n (1+faf) = [F", F].
Thus, the solution of the conjugacy problem for F/F n (1 + faf) given in [4]
includes that for free centre-by-metabelian groups of rank 2 and 3. Let F be
free of rank n > 4. By [5, Lemma 4.3], the solution of the conjugacy problem
for F/K[F",F] reduces the conjugacy problem for F/[F",F] to solving for
v e F', the congruence

(3.2) [u, v] = w (modulo[F",F])

for given u e F' and w € K. In fact, we shall prove that (3.2) is not possible
unless w e [F",F]. Moreover, since a free centre-by-metabelian group of
rank exceeding 3 is residually a 4-generator free centre-by-metabelian group
[8], it suffices to prove that (3.2) will not be possible for F of rank 4. In this
case K[F",F]/[F", F] will be cyclic of order 2 generated by w*[F",F], and
since
, 3 3 . w* = [/1,/2;/1, f2, fi,/4][/i,h;f\,h,h,M/i,U,A, A, fi, A]

1/2, fy, fi, h,A, A][fi, A\ fi, A, A, A\A, A',A,A,A, fi\,
modulo [F", F]y1{F) (see [3]), the impossibility of (3.2) follows immediately
from the following technical lemma.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let F be free of rank 4 and let w* be as given by (3.3). Then
the congruence

(3.4) [u, v] = w*(mod[F", F](y6(F))2
yiF)

is not possible for any u, v e F'.

PROOF. Suppose, on the contrary, that u,v e F' exist satisfying (3.4).
Since [F",F] < ys(F), it follows that [u,v] is a 4-variable word in ys{F)
which also lies in F"n[F", F]y6(F). It follows that [M, V] e y6(F) [7, Theorem
1]. There are two cases to consider.

CASE 1, M e y2(F)\yi(F),v e y4(F)\ys(F). Without loss of generality we
may assume that [M, V] has the form

(3.5) [u,v] = k, I > i,

where a(i,j) and b(i,j,k,l) are integers modulo 2 and <z(12) = 1 (mod2).
Since w* is invariant under all tame automorphisms of F/[F", F](y6(F))2y7F),
the tame automorphism f2 —> f2f£^f4

al'l4\ fi —> fi, i ^ 2, followed by
A -> Af?{23)f{m, fi ^ ft, i * 1, does not alter the right hand side of
(3.4) but replaces the product \[[fi,fjf(ii) in (3.5) by a product \[\fi,fjY'(ii)

with a'{\2) = a(12) (mod2) and a'(ij) = 0 (mod2) for (ij) ? (1,2), (3,4).
Hence, in (3.5) we may further assume a(ij) = 0 (mod2) for any (i,j) ^
(1,2), (3,4). In particular, since \f2,h\h,h, A, W\ is the only factor of w*
involving two occurences each of x2 and JC3 and one each of xi and Xt, the
congruence (3.4) induces, in particular, the congruence

[h,k,A,fi,fi,h-\a(imn2Z)[h,U,A,h,fi,.
= Ui,fy,h,h,A,U] {mod[F",F]{y6F)2

yiF).

However, if (3.6) were to hold, then identifying f2 with /] and A with f4

would yield [A,h;A,h,A,h\ € [F",F]{y6{F))2
yi{F), which is not possible

[7, Theorem 3].

CASE 2, u,v e )>i(F)\y4(F). Without loss of generality we may assume
that [u,v] in (3.4) has the form

Assume first that a(121) = 1 (mod 2). Then since [M, V] — [u, uv], we may as-
sume 6(121) = 0 (mod2). Substituting A/?*131'/?04') for f2 we may further
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assume, as in Case 1, that a(131) = a(141) = 0 in (3.7). Since [F",F] - 1
is in the ideal faf, it follows that [F",F](y6{F))2y7(F) - 1 is in the ideal
faf + 22F + f. Hence, [u,v] - 1 = 0 (modfaf + 2 Zf + f7), and a routine
expansion in ZF yields that a(l2l)b(ijk) = 0 (mod2) for any (i,j) ^ (1,2).
On the other hand, for k ^ 1,

[fufiJufufi, fk\ = [fufi-JufiJufk] t [F",F](y6(F))2y7(F)

(see [7, Theorem 3]), and we obtain similarly that a(l2l)b(l2k) = 0 (mod2)
if k + 1. Thus, if a(121) = 1 (mod 2), then all b(ijk) = 0 (mod 2) and
[u,v] = 1 (mod[F",F](y(,(F))2yy(F)). Hence, we may assume a(121) =
0 (mod 2) and, by symmetry, that a(iji) = 0 (mod 2) for all i,j. Finally,
if a(123) = 1 (mod2) then the tame automorphism f} —* f$fu ft —> ft,
1 ^ 3, now maps (3.7) to an expression with a{\2\) = 1 (mod2), and the
above argument applies to show the impossibility of (3.4). This completes
the proof of the lemma.

Combined with the remarks preceding Lemma 3.1, we have thus proved
the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. (a) Two elements of a free group F are conjugate modulo
[F", F] if and only if they are conjugate modulo K[F", F].

(b) Free centre-by-metabelian groups have the solvable conjugacy problem.

4. Centralizers in F/[F",F]

Two elements u, v of a free group F commute modulo F" if and only if
they both lie in F' or they are both powers of a common element w in F
(see, for instance, [6, page 27]). If u,v are in F' with u = wr (modi7"),
v = ws (modi7") for some w £ F' and r,s elF satisfying rs = rs (moda),
then using the congruence [x,yg] = [xg~',y] (mod[F",F]), x,y e F', it is
elementary to verify that u and v commute modulo [F",F]. In this section
we shall prove

THEOREM 4.1. Two elements u, v of a free group F commute modulo [F", F]
if and only if either u and v are both powers of a common element, or u and
v are both in F' with u = wr (modi7"), v = ws (modi7") for some w e F',
and r,se IF satisfying rs = rs (mod a).

PROOF. We may assume that u, v are not powers of a common element and
that u,v & F'. By Lemma 3.1, we first observe that [u,v] = 1 (mod[F",F])
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if and only if [u,v] = 1 (mod[F",F]K). Thus, the proof reduces to that of
determining for given u e F' the solutions v e F' to the congruence

(4.1) [u,v]=l (mod[F",F]K).

Since F n (1 + faf) = [F", /"] / ! : by [2], (4.1) reduces, equivalent^, to the
congruence

(4.2) (M - l)(v -\) = (v- 1)(M - 1) (modfaf).

Since, for any g in F , [xhXjY - 1 = ([x,,x;] - l)g = ((*,• - l)(x, - 1) -
(xj - l)(Xi - l))g (modfa) and [*,,*,]* - 1 = g-l([xitXj] - 1) = g~l({xrl -
l)(x~l - 1) - {xjl - l){x~l - 1) (modaf); it follows that if, for w e F'
w-l= E,=i ,...,„ (^- - I)'/ (modfa), r, e Z.F, then w - 1 = E,-=i,...,« ^ ( ^ r ' -
1) (modaf), where, as above, if r = r(x\,...,xn,x'[l,...,x~l) then r =
jc j" 1 , . . . ,^ :" 1 ,^! , . . . ,^ ) . Applying this to the congruence (4.2) with u - 1 =
E/=i,...,/i(*/ ~ ^P ' (modfa) and v - 1 = E,=i,...,«(^ ~ l)Qt (modfa) yields the
congruence

(4.3) ] [ > , - Vfrqj - qiPj){x-x - 1) = 0 (modfaf).

Since f is a free right ZF-module on the (x, - l)'s and a left IF -module
on the (x~l - l)'s (cf. [6, page 5]), the congruence (4.3) yields a system
of congruences pfij - qjpj = 0 (moda), i,j e {1 , . . . ,«} . Thus [u,v] =
1 (mod[F",F]K) is possible if and only if prfj - qipj = 0 for all i,j. The
latter, however, is possible if and only if, for some fixed r,s e 2(F/F'), each
Qi = spi/r, where r and 5 are relatively prime, r divides g. c. d.{/?,; / = 1,...,«}
and J e IF satisfies rs = rs (moda). Thus, with pt — rp\ we may then write u
as wr and v as ws where w e F' satisfies w - 1 = E , - i n{

xt ~ ^)P\ (modfa)
(cf. [6, pages 7-9]). This completes the proof of the theorem.
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